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1 DISCLAIMER
OPTIKON 2000 S.p.A. requires the user of this system to carefully read specific
warnings found in this manual. It is responsibility of the user to provide its
personnel with a thorough understanding of the equipment operation before use. In
no event shall OPTIKON 2000 S.p.A. be liable for any injury, incidental or
consequential damages incurred by the purchaser, users or patients as a result of
operation of the product.
Use of this system is a matter of professional medical judgment in all cases.
OPTIKON 2000 S.p.A. is not responsible for any clinical problem resulting from
mishandling this equipment and makes no medical recommendations.
OPTIKON 2000 S.p.A. declares to be liable for safety, reliability and performance only if:

•

upgrades, calibrations, repairs are carried out by OPTIKON 2000 S.P.A.
authorized personnel

•

the system is used in accordance with its instructions for use

•

the mains electric installation to which the system is connected complies
with the IEC or UL Safety Regulations

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Every effort has been made to have all the illustrations and information
accurately represent the product and its operation as it actually was at the time
this operation manual was printed. Changes in some items may be made during
the life of this manual, so that we may effectively continue to meet the
requirements of users. On occasion, these changes may be made without
notice.
OPTIKON 2000 S.p.A.
Via del Casale di Settebagni, 13
00138 Rome Italy
Teleph. +39 06 8888355
Fax. +39 06 8888388
e-mail sales@optikon.com
www.optikon.com
NOTICE: Information contained in this manual is proprietary with OPTIKON 2000 S.p.A.
reproduction of any part or whole may only be performed with written permission from
OPTIKON 2000 S.p.A.
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2 LIMITED WARRANTY CONDITIONS
All OPTIKON 2000 S.P.A. equipment and accessories sold and installed in the European
Union are guaranteed against defective workmanship and faulty parts for ONE YEAR, from
the date of the invoice. Warranty on consumable materials is limited to the first use.
Please, inquire with your local Optikon Distributor for warranty conditions in countries
outside the European Union.
All items under warranty will be repaired or replaced free of charge.
Warranty includes the research of causes of the faults, reparation of the defect and a final
inspection of the unit, or part(s).
This warranty does not cover the results of misuse, accident, abuse and tampering or
alteration done by anyone other than personnel authorized by OPTIKON 2000 S.p.A.
OPTIKON 2000 S.P.A. reserves the right to ascertain, in case of faults, whether or not the
equipment and/or its accessories have been altered, tampered with, in any way, or have
been damaged by improper use.
OPTIKON 2000 S.P.A. also reserves the right to modify the equipment and/or its accessories
whenever operating techniques necessitate modification(s).
No warranty will be recognized if serial number of the equipment and/or accessories
attributed by OPTIKON 2000 S.P.A. is missing, tampered and/or not clearly readable.
Warranty does not include expenses for return shipment of equipment and accessories: all
expenses for transport, packing etc. are to be borne by the purchaser.
In case of an expressly requested intervention of our technicians, all travel and hotel
expenses will be debited to the client.
OPTIKON 2000 S.P.A. cannot be held liable for damages caused by transportation. If this is
the case, the customer should apply at once to the carrier that handled the consignment.
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3 WARNINGS
Care in the handling of ASSISTANT surgery system is one of the first principles in an
operating-room, and no amount of warnings can take place of such care.
The following warnings will aid the user to provide adequate safeguards to assure
safe, trouble free performance.
General
•

All medical personnel should read and understand the instructions in this
manual prior to the system being used. Do not attempt to use the system if it
fails to perform as set out in the operation procedures, in this manual.

•

Use of the system should be restricted to qualified medical personnel who fully
understand potential risks connected with the use of the equipment and are
trained on the prevention and management of possible clinical complications.

•

The presurgical set-up and operation procedures outlined herein should be
performed before each surgical procedure. If the system is not operating
properly and the trouble-shooting section does not provide a satisfactory
solution to the problem, do not use the system.

•

Before using a surgical or non surgical accessory in connection with ASSISTANT,
verify the compatibility of the same with ASSISTANT equipment. Compatibility
is stated on the accessory accompanying document.

•

Sound emission capability of the equipment is tested at power-on. Verify that
an audible beep is emitted during system boot.

•

A rotating symbol, placed at the lower side of the user interface screen, shows
that the system is running properly. If such symbol stops moving it means that
the system is idle and equipment operation must be stopped.

•

The computer uplink connection is intended for service procedures only. Do
not connect any external device to the rear panel “Computer uplink” socket
during the use of the equipment in surgery.

•

The pole extends up to a maximum of approx. 225cm of height. Do not place
the ASSISTANT under low ceiling.
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Environmental
•

The system should never be used in the presence of flammable anaesthetics,
disinfecting agents, cleaning agents, etc., due to possible fires or explosion.

•

The use of flammable anaesthetics (N20), (02), should be avoided unless they
are removed by a gas aspiration system.

•

For operating safety do not install the system in a location where it will be
exposed to heating equipment or radiators, direct sunlight, or any other source
of extremely high temperatures.

•

Do not install the ASSISTANT system in such a way that the ventilating openings
are blocked.

•

Dispose waste collection fluids according to the local laws/regulations on
disposal of organic materials.

•

Do not dispose of ASSISTANT as unsorted municipal waste. Collect it separately
according to the local laws/regulations on disposal of waste electrical and
electronic equipment.

Electrical
•

To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not remove cover. Refer servicing to
qualified service personnel.

•

The ASSISTANT control console should be connected to a mains supply only as
marked on the rear panel. To guarantee safety, a hospital grade power cord
and plug must be used, the unit must be grounded.

•

Be sure that the power switch on the control console is off when plugging in,
or removing the power cable from a wall outlet.

•

Turn off the main power switch whenever the ASSISTANT unit is not in use.

•

Exchanging fuses should be done a few minutes after the mains switch has
been turned off in order to allow time for cooling.

•

Replace fuse as marked.
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Diathermy
•

Risk of burns or fire; do not use diathermy near conductive materials such as
metal bed parts, inner-spring mattresses, and the like. Renew electrode cables
upon evidence of deterioration.

•

Use only original OPTIKON 2000 S.P.A. diathermy cable

•

Severe RF burns can result if the diathermy output current is diverted to the
operator by careless handling.

•

When the bipolar diathermy handpiece and a monitoring system are used at
the same time, all the electrodes of the monitoring system that are not
protected by resistors or high frequency inductors should be placed as far away
as possible from the diathermy electrodes.

•

The cable of the bipolar diathermy handpiece should not touch the patient or
other cables.

•

Always use the lowest output diathermy power level which is compatible to
the surgical application.

•

An evident low output level or a faulty operation of the bipolar diathermy
handpiece, even though the equipment has been set for a normal use, may
indicate a bad contact in the electrodes connection.

•

During bipolar diathermy handpiece operation, do not use flammable
anaesthetics, nitrogen monoxide, oxygen, unless they are vented by a suitable
aspiration system.

•

Flammable materials such as disinfecting agents and cleaning agents should be
evaporated before using the bipolar diathermy handpiece. Some materials such
as cotton wool or gauze, if soaked with oxygen, can catch fire because of the
sparks caused by the equipment in its normal use.

•

There is a possible risk for patients carrying cardiac stimulator or stimulating
electrodes because of RF interference caused by diathermy generator. The
stimulator itself can fail. Should any doubt arise, apply to the cardiology
division for advice.

•

Caution: possible interference with other medical equipment when the bipolar
diathermy handpiece is in use.
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Handpieces
•

Do not allow the tip of the vitrectomy probe, diathermy, or I/A handpiece to
touch metallic objects.

•

Do not attempt to alter the shape of any part of a handpiece.

•

Do not attempt to separate the plug from the cable.

•

Do not store or use a handpiece if wet or moist.

I/A
•

Carefully observe the indications of "Irrigation/Aspiration Tubing Set-up"
paragraph in this manual. The failure to follow these indications could have
serious consequences.

•

Correct set-up of irrigation and aspiration lines is critical to ensure proper
operation of the ASSISTANT unit.

•

Switching from peristaltic mode to Venturi mode may cause anterior chamber
collapse if a low impedance tip is used (i.e. U/S tip) and if the vacuum is set at
an high level. To ensure patient safety, always check that vacuum setting is
proper for the desired type of pump before restarting aspiration after a pump
type switch.

U/S
•

Do not activate the phaco U/S handpiece with the phaco tip in air. The
ultrasonic power should be applied to the phaco handpiece with the phaco tip
immersed in a test chamber filled with infusion fluid or in a beaker of sterile
fluid at ambient temperature. Otherwise handpiece damage may result.

•

Do not check vibration by placing hand or finger against handpiece tip.
Prolonged exposure to or direct contact with the vibrating tip may cause
damage to healthy tissue.

•

Always use the lowest ultrasonic output power level which is compatible to the
surgical application.

•

The phaco handpiece must be connected to the ASSISTANT
irrigation/aspiration system and must not be used without it.
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Vit
•

Do not activate the vitrectomy handpiece with the tip in air. The tip should
always be test run in a beaker of sterile solution. Testing in air will cause
irreparable damage to the tip.

Illumination
•

Although the fiber optic endo-ocular illumination system is provided with
safety filters to minimize emission of Infra Red and Ultra Violet radiation, to
avoid possible damage to the retina, always use the minimum power level
which is compatible to the surgical application.

•

To reduce the hazard of retinal damage, do not go with the edge of the fiber
optic illumination probe in the immediate proximity of the retina.

Tamponade
•

An external sterilizing filter must be inserted to the Air socket to prevent
infections. The filter is intended for single use and must be replaced at any
new surgery.

•

The use of non standard air supply tubing kit may compromise the accuracy of
intraoucular air pressure.

•

During silicone oil injection, the intra-ocular pressure is not controlled by the
ASSISTANT, therefore the IOP control is under surgeon’s responsibility. It is
important to check silicone flow at the preset injection pressure before
inserting the cannula in the eye.

•

To stop Silicone oil injection, release the footswitch. In case of emergency
conditions, close the injection stopcock or detach the silicone infusion line
from the silicone delivery device.

Footswitch
•

Never lift or move footswitch by the cable. Damage may result.

•

The footswitch is not autoclaveable.
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Sterilization
•

The re-use of materials labelled as “For single use” may be cause of
malfunctions and/or infections which could severely affect patient’s safety.

•

All reusable accessories are supplied non sterile. They must be first cleaned,
then sterilized in autoclave as indicated on the relevant instructions for use.
They could be damaged by the use of other sterilization methods, like hot air
or "chemclave" sterilization.

•

All disposable accessories are provided in a sterile condition and labelled as
such. Do not sterilize them after use.
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4 SYMBOLS
Table shown below reports some symbols approved by I.E.C. and their meaning.
When there is not enough room, they are frequently used on medical equipment to
enable an easy and fast communication of information and warnings. Sometimes
two or more symbols may be assembled to obtain a special meaning.
These symbols are used in the ASSISTANT label. Before starting to use the unit, you
should familiarize yourself with them and their definitions shown in the table.
SYMBOLS PUBLISHED BY THE IEC
SYMBOL

DESCRIPTION
ALTERNATING CURRENT
DIRECT CURRENT
PROTECTIVE EARTH (GROUND)
ATTENTION, CONSULT
ACCOMPAINING DOCUMENTS
OFF (POWER: DISCONNECTION
FROM THE MAINS)
ON (POWER: CONNECTION TO
THE MAINS)
TYPE B
PART APPLIED TO THE PATIENT
(BODY)
TYPE BF
FLOATING PART APPLIED TO THE
PATIENT (BODY-FLOATING)
SEPARATE COLLECTION OF
WASTE ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT
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5 GENERAL INFORMATION
5.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
ASSISTANT is an unit for anterior and posterior segment surgical procedures on the
human eye . Reliability and versatility, combined with sound engineering design,
make the ASSISTANT unique among similar devices currently available on the world
market. It is designed to perform irrigation, irrigation/aspiration,
phacoemulsification, anterior and posterior vitrectomy and bipolar diathermy
coagulation procedures.
ASSISTANT operates with time saving simplicity and is easy to use thanks to the LCD
(liquid Crystal Display) touch-screen user interface.
It can be operated with factory set parameters, or user defined setup parameters
(user programs). All functions and operational parameters are independently set up
by pressing the appropriate “soft” keys on the touch-screen. Once the selected
function has been set up, it may be executed in real-time by simply depressing the
footswitch.
The aspiration is equipped with an unique dual pump system in a single disposable
cassette: the Surgeon can switch between Venturi and peristaltic pump during
surgery. The anticollapse system eliminates pulsation and increase fluid suction
precision. Vacuum is programmable from 5 to 500 mmHg, step 5 mmHg.
Irrigation flow and Intra Ocular Pressure are regulated by the height of the
irrigation source.
Gravity fed reflux from BSS irrigation source provides reverse flow in a perfectly
sterile environment.
Versatility is assured by the wide range of available accessories, which provide the
surgeon with the facility to undertake most ophthalmic procedures. All
microsurgical handpieces are ergonomically designed for comfort in use and
maximum manual dexterity. Custom option and variety of accessories allow
tailoring "OPTIKON 2000 ASSISTANT" to your specific needs. Clear audio/visual
alerts indicate situations requiring attention, thus ensuring patient safety.
The ASSISTANT unit is optimally safeguarded and built according to the latest
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY STANDARDS. All possible safeguards are built-in so that
the equipment will not react on inappropriate manipulations.
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5.2 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER

SPECIFICATION

Manufacturer: .......................

OPTIKON 2000 S.p.a.
via del Casale di Settebagni, 13
00138 Rome - Italy

Model: ................................

ASSISTANT

Regulatory compliance: ...........

93/42/EEC Medical Devices Directive (MDD)

Technical standards: ..............

EN 60601-1 ; EN 60601-1-1 ;
EN 60601-1-2 ; EN 60601-2-2

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECS
Storage: ..............................
Operation: ...........................

temp range –10°C to +70°C, humidity 10-100%
(non condensing)
temp range +10°C to +40°C, humidity 30-75%.

ELECTRICAL SPECS
Input voltage: .......................

100/120/220/230-240 V A.C. select.

Frequency:...........................

50/60 Hz

Power consumption: ...............

300 W

Line fuses: ...........................

220/240 Volt: 2 A T
100/120 Volt: 4 A T

COMPRESSED AIR SPECS
Input air pressure:..................

from 500 to 800 KPa (72 to 116 PSI)

Air consumption:....................

30 normal litre/minute

IRRIGATION
Fluid delivery:.......................

gravity fed - eye pressure determined by the height of
irrigation source

Valving element:....................

solenoid driven pinch valve

Control: ..............................

system footswitch

ASPIRATION
Aspiration pump types: ............

Venturi and peristaltic

Actuating medium: .................

pressurized air from external source
pressure: 500÷800 KPa (72÷116 PSI)
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PARAMETER

SPECIFICATION

Flow:..................................

at least 30 normal litre/minute @ 500mmHg

Default vacuum level: .............

user programmable

Available vacuum range: ..........

5 to 500 mmHg

Default flow rate: ..................

user programmable

Available flow rate range: ........

2 to 50cc/min (peristaltic only)

Available aspiration rise time: ...

three levels, slow, med, fast

Surgeon mode (linear aspiration):

linear aspiration (vacuum and/or flow rate) from 0 to
preset linearly controlled via system footswitch

Safety device: .......................

vacuum sensor; monitors the vacuum in the aspiration
line

Control: ..............................

system footswitch

VIT (VITRECTOMY)
Handpiece type: ....................

pneumatically powered guillotine cutter (VIT),
pneumatically powered microscissors (SCISS)

Cutting mode: .......................

reciprocating motion

Default cut rate:....................

user programmable

Available cutting rate:.............

from 60 to 2000 cuts per minute (VIT)
from 60 to 320 cuts per minute (SCISS)

Single cut: ...........................

single cut mode available

Port size:.............................

adjustable from 0.2 to 0.7mm (reusable cutters only)

Actuating medium: .................

pressurized air from external source

Operating pressure: ................

200 KPa (29 +0/-1.5 PSI)

Surgeon mode (Linear cut): .......

linear cut rate from 0 to preset controlled via system
footswitch

Control: ..............................

system footswitch
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SPECIFICATION

DIATH (DIATHERMY)
Type: .................................

bipolar generator - generator stops when RF power is
not needed

Operating frequency: ..............

2 MHz

Nominal power: .....................

7W (450 Ohm LOAD)

No load max. voltage: .............

100 V

Default bipolar power:.............

user programmable

Available bipolar power: ..........

5 to 100% (percent).SURGEON MODE (linear power):
allows linear control of the DIATHERMY power via
system footswitch depression

Handpiece type: ....................

bipolar microforceps, slim stat pencil eraser,
intraocular diathermy pencils

Diathermy cable: ...................

two poles, 26 gauges, 75 ohm, steam autoclavable. Use
only original OPTIKON 2000 S.P.A. diathermy cable

Control: ..............................

system footswitch

ILLUM (ILLUMINATION)
Source type: ........................

halogen lamp

Power: ...............................

150 watt

Intensity adjustment: .............

mechanical diaphragm, four levels + green filter

AIR INJECTION SECTION :
Nominal pressure: ..................

from 5 to 80 mm/Hg

Actual IOP:...........................

Nominal pressure +/- 3 mm/Hg

Safety devices:......................

Air activation sound

SILICONE INJECTION SECTION :
Nominal pressure: .................

from 40 to 500 kPa (5,8 to 72,5 PSI)

Signals: ..............................

Silicone injection activation sound, Low pressure at air
inlet

PHACOEMULSIFIER
Handpiece type: ....................

piezoelectric

Frequency:...........................

approx. 40KHz

Tip stroke: ...........................

from 0 to 100µm

Power:................................

panel or linear control of the U/S power via system
footswitch depression.
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U/S Mode:............................

Linear or Panel; Continuous, Short Pulse, Single Burst,
Multi-Burst, Continuous Burst

U/S Timer: ...........................

from 0.00 minutes to 9.59 minutes – Equivalent Phaco
Time display

EQUIPMENT CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO IEC 601-1
Type of protection against
electric shock: ......................

class I

Degree of protection against electric shock:
Diathermy:...........................

Type BF, floating both at high and low frequencies

U/S: ...................................

Type B

Degree of protection against
harmful ingress of water: .........

IPX1

Degree of safety of application
in the presence of a flammable
anaesthetic mixture:...............

not suitable

DIMENSIONS
Height: ...................................
Width: ....................................
Depth: ....................................
Weight:...................................

165 cm
60 cm
55 cm
38 Kg

NOTE:
1) Weight and dimensions shown are approximate.
2) Specifications are subject to change without notice.

5.3 CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
OPTIKON 2000 S.p.A. will make available on request circuit diagrams, component
part lists, descriptions, calibration instructions, or other information which will
assist the user's appropriately qualified technical personnel to repair those parts of
equipment which are repairable.
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5.4 DIATHERMY POWER CHARACTERISTICS
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6 INSTALLATION
6.1 INTRODUCTION
This section details a recommended installation procedure for the ASSISTANT
surgery system. The operational checks, however, which are performed after the
system installation to verify equipment operation, must be performed exactly as
indicated and should not be regarded as recommended practice or encouragement
for surgical operating room procedures.
To bring your ASSISTANT surgery system in operation, a series of cable and tubing
connections for control console, footswitch, handpieces and I/A system must be
made.
Follow the installation and operating instructions carefully in a step by step manner
and, within a short time, you will have gained all the knowledge needed for
successful operation of your ASSISTANT surgery system.

6.2 UNPACKING AND INSPECTION
This unit has been packaged to minimize the risk of damage in shipment. Unwrap
the package and examine the components. Handle all components with care during
unpacking. Use caution cutting the wrapping to ensure that the cut does not
penetrate the packing and damage the components. If external or internal shipping
damage is discovered, notify the carrier (mail, railways or forwarding agents) and
OPTIKON 2000 as soon as possible. Check the contents against the packing list and
notify OPTIKON 2000 immediately of any discrepancies.

6.3 INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
The following procedure should be observed to install the system:
1. Unpack the equipment and its accessories.
2. Unwrap the handpieces and microsurgical instruments, place them in a
secure location to prevent accidental dropping.
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NOTE:
It is the responsibility of the user to clean and sterilize the handpieces, tips, I/A tubing and other
microsurgical reusable instruments.

3. Check that the pressure level of the compressed air supply corresponds to
the value indicated on the rear panel (from 500 to 800 KPa – 72,5 to 116 PSI).
4. Using the tube for compressed air supply (122001) connect the "GAS INLET"
(Fig.3b, No.2) input of the gas filter to the compressed air supply line.
5. Connect the linear footswitch cable to the "FOOTSWITCH CONTROL" socket
(Fig.3b, No.3). Turn the retaining ring clockwise to secure the plug.
6. Check that the available A.C. supply voltage corresponds to the one selected
on the rear panel.
7. Connect the A.C. power cord to the A.C. power input (Fig.3, No.8) and then
plug it into the cart receptacle or into an earthed (grounded) electricity wall
outlet. Turn power on.
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6.4 IRRIGATION / ASPIRATION SYSTEM SET-UP
For proper I/A lines setup, follow the procedure outlined below:
1)

Pull the handle of the cassette latch (Fig.2 No.1)
forward to de-energize I/A valves and unlock
cassette detents.

NOTE: trying to insert or remove the I/A disposable
cassette without fully pulling the latch handle forward
will damage the I/A cassette.
2)

Open the peristaltic pump lid.

3)

Open the sterile packaging of the I/A cassette and
install the cassette on the side plate of the
equipment.

4)

Press the cassette against the side plate and lock
the latch by pushing the latch handle backwards.

5)

Run the silicone tube segment around the rotor of
the peristaltic pump. Close the pump lid.

6)

Insert the drip chamber spike into the BSS bottle and hang the bottle to
the I.V. pole.

7)

Connect the end of the Irrigation and aspiration lines to the
corresponding connectors of the desired surgical handpiece.

Always run the I/A priming procedure before using the ultrasound handpiece. This
procedure will test correct installation and operation of the I/A tubing pack and it
will prime the line with fluids, thus avoiding possible malfunctions and injury to the
patient.
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7 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
7.1 MAIN FEATURES
DISPLAY
The ASSISTANT is equipped with an interactive touch-screen LCD (liquid Crystal
Display). The user interface consists of graphic software running on a Windows CE
platform and simulating the various keys and displays. The user can select the
equipment function and adjust the relevant parameters by touching the screen in
the appropriate areas. Actual and preset values for each parameter are displayed.
If a sterile drape is placed on the monitor the equipment can be operated by a
sterile scrub nurse.
IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Irrigation in the ASSISTANT system is gravity fed. Fluid flow rate and IntraOcular
Pressure (IOP) are determined by the infusion source height. A pinch valve allows
sterile on/off control of the irrigation via the system footswitch or by means of the
<IRR> soft key in the graphical user interface. A green “virtual” LED on the <IRR>
key indicates that the pinch valve is open.
Irrigation valve uses a linear solenoid which provides a high force and a quick
response. A solenoid is a specially designed electro-magnet used to convert
electrical energy into mechanical action. When the solenoid is energized by
depressing the footswitch, the irrigation valve plunger is retracted allowing the
irrigating solution to flow by gravity. When de-energized (footswitch released), the
plunger closes the irrigation, thus preventing the fluid movement.
The ASSISTANT controls an automatic electric I.V. pole that provides adjustment of
the irrigation source height.
ASPIRATION SYSTEM
OPTIKON 2000 S.P.A. ASSISTANT surgical system delivers aspiration through the
action of its dual pump system. The surgeon can choose between a Peristaltic pump
and a Venturi pump depending on the surgery needs and to his preferences.
Fluids and particulate materials are aspirated at the distal end of the tip and
subsequently deposited in the collection tank of the disposable tubing set.
A safety vacuum sensor is incorporated to monitor the value of vacuum in the
aspiration line and then to adjust the action of the pump. This vacuum reading is
performed with a “closed system”: a sterile membrane in the ACS3 cassette
completely separates the vacuum sensor from the sterile fluids.
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The pumps in the ASSISTANT are controlled by a powerful microprocessor. Vacuum
level can be panel preset or controlled by the surgeon via the system footswitch
(linear mode).
VITRECTOMY (VIT)
The vitrectomy probe basically consists of two parts: the cutter tip (blade) and the
body containing the drive mechanism actuated by compressed air coming from
ASSISTANT console.
The probe uses the single acting actuator principle. Here air power is used to make
the unit out-stroke (extend). Once the pressure has been removed, the return (instroke) is achieved by mechanical means, in this case by a built-in spring. A second
Venturi pump is however used to create vacuum to pull the blade backwards during
the return movement, improving the action of the spring.
This allows to raise the maximum cutting speed up to 2000 cuts per minute.
The tip contains the cutting element consisting of a matched outer (fixed) and
inner longitudinally reciprocating tube.
The inner tube, used for aspiration, has a front end blade with sharpened outer
edge. The front end of the outer tube has a side opening for cutting and aspiration.
The tissues are cut and simultaneously aspirated by the longitudinal reciprocating
action of the inner tube, generated by pneumatical impulses received from the
control console.
The extremely close tolerances between the inner and outer tube create a mild
constant tension to provide a self sharpening effect. It is evident that such
precision plus the guillotine design results in an ideal cutting property. The cutting
speed (from 60 to 2000cuts/min) and vacuum level (from 5 to 500mmHg) are
adjustable with the mode selection and function keys on the control console.

BIPOLAR DIATHERMY
The bipolar diathermy uses Radio Frequency (RF) currents to produce heating in
body tissues, thus causing coagulation. The output of a powerful RF oscillator
(within the control console) is applied to a pair of electrodes, in the form of
microforceps or pencil probes, which are applied to the biological tissue to be
treated. The body tissue becomes the dielectric of a capacitor, and dielectric
losses cause coagulation of the tissue. Dielectric loss phenomenon ensures that only
the precise area of tissue is coagulated. The application of bipolar high frequency
RF output additionally minimizes undesired neuromuscular stimulation and
eliminates the need of a plate thereby reducing patient hazard. The ASSISTANT unit
provides adjustable output power from 0.1 to approximately 7 watts @ 450 ohm,
which is ideal for ophthalmic procedures.
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ILLUMINATION
The ASSISTANT unit is provided with a halogen lamp fiber optic illuminator for
optimum visibility during retinal surgery procedures.
The illumination system is powered by a 150 watt halogen lamp focused on the
head of the fiber optic. An Infra Red absorbing filter virtually eliminates all the
heat components from the light for maximum patient safety. A diaphragm system
allows intensity adjustment without affecting the color of the light. The zero
position of the selector of the intensity selects a green filter to emphasize the
presence of membranes.
In case of fault of the main bulb, the user can switch to a built in spare bulb by
rotating an external selector.
A special adapter allows connecting up to three fiber optics at the same time,
without any energy loss.

AIR TAMPONADE
This section employs a sophisticated technology for the automatic control of the
ocular pressure. This allows the surgeon to introduce sterile air at a preset value
(in mmHg), while the system automatically balances variations due to possible
losses from the surgical incisions.
The air delivery module of the ASSISTANT unit is designed to supply air at
adjustable low pressure settings over the entire range 5-80 mmHg.
A disposable encapsulated membrane filter must be fitted to the external air
supply tubing connected to the air socket on the front panel, which means that,
when the air passes through this filter media, virtually all types of particles will be
removed. This makes air sterile.
SILICONE TAMPONADE
Silicone oil injection device is a compact, self-contained unit, based on a unique
valveless operating principle, with no valves to clog, stick or hang up.
It comprises a syringe, pre-filled with silicone oil, coupled via high pressure tubing
to the control console front panel.
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The syringe is activated by compressed air linearly controlled by the system
footswitch.
PHACOEMULSIFICATION
The OPTIKON 2000 S.P.A. piezoelectric U/S handpiece contains a piezo transducer
designed to vibrate at a frequency of 40 KHz and end strokes of about 100µm.
The U/S handpiece piezo transducer comprises three distinct structures;
PIEZOELECTRIC CERAMIC ELEMENT, BODY and the surgical titanium alloy TIP.
The PIEZOELECTRIC CERAMIC ELEMENT converts the electric energy provided by
the OPTIKON 2000 S.P.A. ASSISTANT control console directly into a mechanical
vibratory motion of 40,000 cycles per second (40 KHz).
The BODY amplifies and mechanically transmits the motion of the piezoelectric
ceramic to the surgical tip.
The TIP vibrates longitudinally at high velocity thus enabling a fragmentation of
tissue very locally, around tip's contact surface. The OPTIKON 2000 S.P.A. titanium
alloy tips can be re-used and have a long life.
The internal energy loss processes of the piezo ceramic element leads to a warm up
of piezo transducer during high frequency vibration work, therefore the aspirated
fluid from the eye is also used for heat dissipating.
The Minimal Stress logo indicates an exclusive patented feature of our
phacoemulsifier, which leads to an extraordinary innovation in the phaco surgery.
This feature has been achieved by measuring the phaco tip movement (stroke) in
real time. This information is used by the microprocessor in order to stabilize the
stroke of the tip.
The main advantages of this system are:
•

U/S Power preset indicates the effective tip stroke and corresponds to
microns of tip movement.

•

Different phaco handpieces are equalized and compensated against the
typical degradation of efficiency due to aging.

•

The amount of tip vibration is no longer affected by diversity in cataract
hardness as well as temperature fluctuations in the handpiece.

•

Reduction of corneal burns is likely to be expected as the required average
energy and peak energy are lower compared to standard
phacoemulsification.

•

Reduction of bouncing of cataract fragments.
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Handpieces can be tested by the equipment in order to verify their
efficiency, avoiding to operate when below the acceptable limits.

Ultrasonic power can be delivered in Continuous or Pulsed mode.
Continuous phaco power provides continuous uninterrupted phaco power to the
handpiece and requires no pulse rate settings.
Pulsed phaco power causes the power to be pulsed at predetermined intervals
when the footswitch is in position 3. Within the Pulsed Mode settings the surgeon
can also select:
•

•

•

•

Short Pulse is available in linear or panel power. It generates pulses of U/S
power of 50 ms duration. The user may select from a range of 1-14
pulses/sec
Single Burst delivers a single burst of U/S power of 120 ms duration. The
surgeon must return to footswitch position 2, pause for approx. ½ sec and
then depress it back into position 3 to obtain an additional burst.
Multi Burst generates bursts of U/S power of 80 ms duration, with additional
bursts deployed beginning at approx. 1 burst per second when foot position 3
is first entered. As the footswitch is depressed further, the frequency of
bursts will increase up to a maximum rate of 4 bursts per second.
Continuous Burst delivers an 80 ms burst duration. As the footswitch is
depressed through position 3, the bursts will get closer and closer together.
At maximum depression of the footswitch the bursts will blend together and
the equipment will deliver continuous U/S power.
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7.2 EQUIPMENT LAYOUT
This section contains information on the equipment layout. All operating controls
and adjustments are identified and described further on. Sockets and other
elements on the front panel are described in Fig. 1. Left side (pump side) of the
equipment is described in Figure 2. Rear panel connectors are identified in Fig. 3a
and 3b.

Front view (Fig. 1)
1) I/A SYSTEM
Disposable I/A tubing set and dual pump cassette.
2) LCD TOUCH-SCREEN DISPLAY
By means of this LCD touch-screen the user can
- activate the proper functions
- setup all parameters
Cod. 121008GB
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- read all actual and preset values
- read warnings and error messages
- program the equipment and footswitch
3) ELECTRIC IV POLE
4) DIATHERMY SOCKET
Bipolar diathermy handpiece cable fits into this socket.
5) U/S (Phaco) SOCKET
Phaco handpiece connector plugs into this socket.
6) VIT SOCKET
The activation line of the vitrectomy handpiece plugs into this socket
7) AIR SOCKET
This socket is provided to accept a sterilizing filter and a low pressure air supply
tubing assembly.
8) SCISS (Micro Scissors) SOCKET
The activation line of the semi-disposable microscissors handpiece plugs into this
socket.
9) SIL (Silicone injection) SOCKET
Pressure delivery tube for silicone oil injection fits into this socket
10) LIGHT INTENSITY ADJUSTMENT
By rotating this knob, four different light intensity levels or the green filter can be
selected.
11) LAMP SELECTION
Either the main halogen lamp or the backup halogen lamp can be selected.
12) OPTICAL FIBER SOCKET
Optical fiber connector plugs into this socket. The surgeon may plug up to three
fibers simultaneously.
13) TRAY FOR SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
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Left side view (Fig. 2)
1) CASSETTE LATCH
Pulling the latch handle forward unlocks the cassette for installation and
removal. Pushing the handle backwards locks the cassette in place and enables
the irrigation, aspiration and reflux valve operation.
2) IRRIGATION LINE
This line is connected to the drip chamber and to BSS bottle.
3) DUAL PUMP DISPOSABLE CASSETTE
This unique patented cassette allows use of peristaltic and Venturi pump in the
same surgery. It also includes the waste collection tank.
4) PERISTALTIC PUMP
This pump allows peristaltic aspiration in the ASSISTANT. The lid of this pump
must be open during I/A cassette installation and removal. A segment of silicone
tube must be run around the pump rotor.
5) SIDE PLATE
It supports valves (irrigation, aspiration and reflux), the peristaltic pump and
the disposable cassette.
6) IRRIGATION AND ASPIRATION LINES
Connect the irrigation and aspiration connectors at the end of the paired I/A
lines to the correspondent connectors on the surgical handpiece.
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Rear panel (fig. 3a)
1) REMOTE CONTROL AND PC UPLINK
This is the remote control connector (for future use) and the ASSISTANT-PC
interface for data download/upload and software upgrade
2) VOLUME CONTROL KNOB
This control knob allows adjustment to the surgeon's taste of the loudness of
voice and sounds generated by the ASSISTANT.
3) POWER (ON/OFF MAINS SWITCH ASSEMBLY)
The power switch is used to switch on/off the unit. The Mains fuses and the
power cord socket are located close to this switch.
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Rear panel (fig. 3b)
1) TAG (MARKINGS)
Provides serial number, electrical rating and other information as required by
IEC 601-1
2) GAS INLET
Compressed air supply at a pressure of 500-800 KPa (72 to 116 PSI) must be
connected to this input. This air is used by the ASSISTANT to operate Venturi
pump and vitrectomy cutter.
3) FOOTSWITCH CONNECTOR
This is the system footswitch connector socket. Footswitch depression activates
the ASSISTANT functions.
4) POWER
This is the A.C. voltage input of the module. The mains fuses are located in this
device. The mains voltage selector, on the fuse holder cover, must be set to the
voltage available at your location.
NOTE:
The abbreviations used on the unit and its user interface are defined as follows:
CUT RATE = Vitrectomy cutting rate (cuts per minute)
DIATH = Bipolar diathermy
I/A = Irrigation/Aspiration
IRR = Irrigation
LINEAR = Linear control mode (Linear footswitch control).
SLOW = Slow vacuum rise time
MED = Standard vacuum rise time
FAST = Fast vacuum rise time
VIT = Vitrectomy
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7.3 USER INTERFACE
ASSISTANT is equipped with an interactive touch-screen LCD (Liquid Crystal
Display). The user interface consists of a graphic software running under the
Windows CE platform and simulating the various keys and displays. The user can
select the equipment function and adjust the relevant parameters by touching the
screen in the appropriate areas. Actual and preset values for each parameter are
displayed. If a sterile drape is placed on the monitor the equipment can be
operated by a sterile scrub nurse.
In order to make the interface screen as much readable as possible, the ASSISTANT
user interface has been designed so that function keys, preset and actual
parameters values are always visible on the screen, while setup keys are hidden
during equipment operation. Parameters are logically grouped in parameter
windows. To adjust a certain parameter value, the user has to touch the relevant
display in order to have <UP>/<DOWN> arrows and other setup keys promptly
available in a pop-up setup window. Once the parameter values/modes have been
modified the setup windows automatically shuts down.
The only parameter window providing <UP>/<DOWN> arrow keys always visible is
the irrigation one, in order to allow a prompt I.V. pole height setting.
Equipment warnings and error messages pop-up on the screen. Once the user has
acknowledged the warning/error message, the same is moved onto the
warnings/errors messages board, at the right upper side of the screen.
On the screen is permanently visible an Optikon round logo. When the software is
running correctly the logo rotates. If it stops then the system is idle. The user
should periodically look at the logo to check for the system status. For a better
explanation of user interface glossary and layout see figures below.
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Warnings/Errors
Messages board

Footswitch indication
Parameters Windows

Function Keys

Program Window

Moving Sprite

Equipment function screen

Setup pop-up
window

Pop-up window for parameters setup

When the equipment is switched on, the user interface software is loaded and the
Program Screen is displayed (section 8, point 7). Once the appropriate program has
been selected and the relevant parameters verified on the configuration table, the
user can go to the main function screen by touching the <DONE> key. The various
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equipment functions can be selected touching the relevant “soft” function key. The
graphical software simulates the key being depressed and the selected function
screen is displayed.

7.4 VOICE PROMPTING
In an operating room, the console of the unit is often positioned behind the
surgeon's shoulders, therefore he cannot take advantage of the LCD monitor to
check the status of the machine and to be warned in case of irregular conditions.
Because of that, the ASSISTANT not only is provided with an audio frequency
synthesizer capable of generating sounds of opportune volume and frequency, but
it also features a human speech synthesizer.
The speech synthesizer is used to confirm function selection (DIATH, I/A , VIT etc.).
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8 EQUIPMENT OPERATION
8.1 BIPOLAR DIATHERMY
User Interface
•

Parameter windows available
- Irrigation
- Diathermy

•

Irrigation parameters
- Status (ON/OFF)
- I.V. Pole height

•

Diathermy parameters
- Power % (0–100%)
- Mode (linear/panel)

Operation
Touching the DIATH function key, DIATH Memory1 screen(DIATH1) will be
displayed. In order to display DIATH Memory2 screen (DIATH2), touch the same key
once again (toggle mode). Swapping between memories DIATH1 and DIATH2 can
also be achieved by means of the footswitch. For footswitch operation please refer
to the relevant section.
1) Insert the plug of the desired handpiece connecting cord into the "DIATHERMY"
socket on the control console (Fig.1, No.4).
2) Touch the <DIATH> key on the LCD screen to select the bipolar diathermy mode.
<DIATH> soft key is depressed and the speech synthesizer announces
"DIATHERMY ONE" when bipolar diathermy is selected. Diathermy parameters
window will show preset output power and power mode.
3) If you are satisfied with the actual settings, just go to step 5.
4) To adjust output power, touch the Diathermy power display to show the
Diathermy Setup pop-up window . Preset power value can be adjusted by means
of the <UP>/<DOWN> arrow keys. If you are uncertain about the power to use, it
is always advisable to begin with a low setting (such as 30%) increasing it in case
gradually up to obtain desired surgical effect. The bipolar diathermy can
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operate both in fixed panel power control mode or linear surgeon power
control mode. In the latter case, the delivered power is linearly controlled by
the footswitch depression from 5% to the preset limit. To switch from LINEAR
SURGEON mode to FIXED PANEL or vice versa, use toggle <MODE> key in the
Diathermy setup pop-up window. The setup window will close down
automatically once you have effected the relevant adjustments.
NOTE:
Adjusting a parameter will not undo the program default parameters. To recall the default
parameters or to permanently store the new settings in the machine memory, see paragraph "8-7.
TO RECALL OR STORE A PROGRAM".

5) When diathermy is activated by depressing footswitch, diathermy power is
delivered to the handpiece and an audible tone of continuous pitch is
automatically generated to alert the operator.
NOTE:
The diathermy system is complemented by a comprehensive range of ancillary equipments including
bipolar pencil erasers, microforceps and various probes tailored to surgeon specific requirements.
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8.2 I/A (Irrigation/Aspiration)
User Interface
•

Parameter windows available
- Irrigation
- Aspiration

•

Irrigation parameters
- Status (ON/OFF)
- I.V. Pole height

•

Aspiration parameters
- Status (Venturi or
Peristaltic)
- Vacuum mmHg (5 – 500)
- Flow rate cc/min (4-50,
peristaltic mode only)
- Rise Time
(slow/medium/fast)
- Mode (linear/panel)

Touching the I/A Function Key, I/A Memory1 screen (I/A 1) will be displayed. In
order to display I/A Memory2 screen (I/A 2) touch the same key once again (toggle
mode). Swapping between memories I/A 1 and I/A 2 can also be achieved by means
of the footswitch. For footswitch operation please refer to the relevant section.
Operation
1) Select required I/A tip and gently insert into the coaxial I/A handpiece.
2) Fit the silicone sleeve over the I/A tip cap. The sleeve should be gently pressed
onto the tip cap until the sleeve clears the aspiration port on the I/A tip.
3) Attach the I/A tubes from the installed irrigation aspiration lines by pushing the
end fittings into the corresponding fittings on the handpiece tubing.
4) Set I.V. pole height in the Irrigation window so that the BSS bottle is hung 50 to
70 centimetres higher than the patient eye level.
5) Touch <I/A> key on the LCD screen to select the Irrigation/Aspiration mode.
<I/A> soft key is depressed and the speech synthesizer announces “I/A one”.
Irrigation/Aspiration window will display preset Vacuum level, Aspiration mode,
Vacuum Rise Time and flow rate (peristaltic only).
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6) To change pump mode from Venturi to peristaltic or vice-versa, touch the
status button at the top of the aspiration parameter window.
NOTE:
When changing pump mode, always check that the aspiration parameters are suitable for the type
of pump selected before restarting aspiration.

7) If you need to adjust vacuum level and the other Aspiration parameters touch
the vacuum level display to show the Aspiration setup pop-up window.
8) Vacuum level can be adjusted by means of the <UP>/<DOWN> keys. Touch
<MODE> toggle key to set the vacuum in linear or panel control mode. Use <VAC
RISE> toggle key to select the appropriate vacuum rise time (slow, medium,
fast). If in peristaltic mode, the flow rate adjustment UP/DOWN keys will
appear at the bottom of the pop-up window. When using Venturi pump, you
may select one of the two available venting modes:
•

Fast venting: vacuum is immediately released by introduction of fresh
Balanced Salt Solution in the aspiration line, which driven to the same
pressure as the irrigation line.

•

Soft venting: the vacuum is gradually released through the Venturi
pump. This eliminates turbulences in the Anterior Chamber due to
sudden changes in the fluidics balance.

9) Depress footswitch beyond stand by position to activate IRRIGATION.
IRRIGATION can also be activated by "CONTINUOUS IRRIGATION" button located
on the footswitch or by pressing the IRR soft key on the LCD screen.
10) Depress footswitch beyond mechanical detent #1 to activate IRRIGATION and
ASPIRATION at the VACUUM preset limit (if in PANEL mode). If in SURGEON
mode, the footswitch will linearly control VACUUM level. In this condition, the
footswitch depression from detent #1 to max travel linearly varies the VACUUM
level from 5 mmHg to the preset maximum level.
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The vacuum level is automatically reduced to zero and a simultaneous VENTING
occurs whenever the footswitch is released.
AUDIBLE ALARM
An audible sound of varying frequency indicates vacuum level reached into the
collection tank (lower frequency with low vacuum level and higher frequency with
high vacuum level).
CAUTION:
Aspiration should always be tested in a beaker of sterile solution.
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8.3 PHACOEMULSIFICATION
User Interface
•

•

•

•

Parameter windows available
- Irrigation
- Aspiration
- Ultrasound
Irrigation parameters
- Status (ON/OFF)
- I.V. Pole height
Aspiration parameters
- Status (Venturi or Peristaltic)
- Vacuum mmHg (5 – 500)
- Flow rate cc/min (4-50,
peristaltic mode only)
- RiseTime (slow/medium/fast)
- Mode (linear/panel)
Ultrasound parameters
- Phaco tip stroke µm (5 – 100)
- Mode (linear/panel)
- U/S Rate (Continuous,Short
Pulse,Single Burst, Multi
Burst, Continuous Burst)
- Pulse Frequency (1-14
bursts/sec)
- Timer (reading and reset key)
- Equivalent Phaco Time
- AVG (Average Power used)

Touching the U/S Function Key will display U/S Memory1 screen (U/S 1). In order to
display U/S Memory2 screen (U/S 2) touch the same key twice. Depressing the same
key a third time causes display of U/S Memory3 screen (U/S3); further depression
will reactivate U/S1. Swapping between memories U/S 1, U/S 2 and U/S 3 can also
be achieved by means of the footswitch. For footswitch operation please refer to
the relevant section.
Operation
1) Screw the desired titanium tip into the end of the phaco handpiece, using care
to properly engage the threads. Finger tighten the tip.
2) Carefully advance the ring spanner aperture over the titanium tip (being careful
not to touch the tip) so that the aperture fully engages the circular head at the
base of the tip and positioned against the end of handpiece. Once engaged,
grasp the tip circular head with ring spanner and tighten the tip snugly by
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rotating clockwise. Do not over tighten.
3) Remove the ring spanner.
4) If needed gently slide the threaded silicone sleeve over the U/S tip and engage
the sleeve threads. Slowly tighten the sleeve onto the handpiece until the end of
the sleeve leaves the amount of U/S tip exposed as preferred by the surgeon.
Orient the irrigation portholes on the sleeve onto the horizontal plane.
CAUTION:
Use of a tool other than the ring spanner supplied with the system, or
improper use of the ring spanner, may cause damage to the tip and
handpiece. In case of damage, it is possible that titanium particles
detach from tip during surgery.
NOTE:
To disassemble the tip, follow the reverse order from assembly procedure.

5) The handpiece is now ready to accept the irrigation/aspiration tubing from the
ASSISTANT.
6) Attach the ASPIRATION tube from the I/A tubing set by pushing the end fitting
into the corresponding fitting on the ultrasound handpiece.
7) Attach the IRRIGATION tube from the I/A tubing set by pushing the end fitting
male Luer lock into the corresponding fitting on the ultrasound handpiece.
8) Set I.V. pole height in the Irrigation window so that the BSS bottle is hung 50 to
70 centimetres higher than the patient eye level.
9) Adjust the vacuum level of ASSISTANT in the Aspiration window according to the
operator needs. In Venturi mode, it is advisable to not exceed the limit of 120
mm/Hg, and to use the slow rise time setting.

CAUTION:
Always test the balance between irrigation and aspiration settings by
using the test chamber: fill the test chamber with irrigating solution
and fit it on the irrigation sleeve.
Cod. 121008GB
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Venturi pump:
Place the test chamber to the same level of the patient’s eye and
activate aspiration at the levels set for subsequent surgery. The test
chamber should not collapse. If it collapses, reduce the vacuum
setting or increase the irrigating solution height. Do not proceed until
the correct balance is obtained.
Peristaltic pump:
Place the test chamber to the same level of the patient’s eye and
activate aspiration at the levels set for subsequent surgery.
Bend the aspiration line close to the handpiece, wait for the vacuum
to rise to the preset level.
Release the aspiration tube, the test chamber should not collapse. If it
collapses, reduce the vacuum setting or increase the irrigating
solution height. Do not proceed until the correct balance is obtained.
10) Plug the electrical connector of the handpiece into the U/S socket (Fig.1, No.4)
on the equipment front panel.
11) Touch <U/S> key on the LCD screen to select Ultrasound mode. <U/S> soft key is
depressed and the speech syntetizer announces “US 1”. Ultrasound window will
display preset phaco tip stroke , power mode, pulsed mode, phaco timer, EPT
and timer reset.
12) Touch the tip stroke display in the Ultrasound window to show the Ultrasound

setup pop-up window. Tip stroke can be adjusted by means of the
<UP>/<DOWN> keys. Linear or panel U/S modes can be selected touching the
toggle <MODE> key. Burst mode can be selected touching the <US RATE> key.
Timer reset can be achieved touching the <RESET> key in the Ultrasound.
The message “Plug Handpiece” displayed on the screen indicates that the phaco
handpiece is not connected or it is not recognized.
The message “Please Prime” indicates that priming procedure is required.
The touch of the Prime soft key activates the priming procedure; the I/A lines are
tested for correct installation, for proper functioning and completely filled with
BSS solution.
I/A priming procedure can be skipped in some special circumstances, i.e. when it is
necessary to replace the ultrasound handpiece or tip after a successful priming. To
skip the I/A priming procedure, depress the system footswitch beyond position #3:
a pop-up window will ask you to confirm if you want really to skip the Priming.
A preliminary simple test named Tuning is required whenever a phaco handpiece is
plugged in.
Tuning ensures that the handpiece has suitable response for the equipment.
Cod. 121008GB
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Tuning is executed automatically executed by the equipment at the end of the
priming procedure.
CAUTION:
Don't try to tune the tip in air as tip damage may result.
Also, tuning is automatically accomplished at the first footswitch depression.
If the tuning procedure fails, the message “Please Check Tip” appears for 4 seconds
and the user is required to prime once again.
CAUTION:
Although the ASSISTANT is equipped with the Minimal Stress circuitry
to limit the amount of ultrasound energy delivered to the eye, still
some care must be taken to avoid damages (corneal burns) to the
endothelium of the eye:
Always use the minimum level of ultrasound energy which is suitable
to remove the cataract.
The incision should not be too tight around the sleeve, allow some
irrigating solution leakage.
Do not stress the incision by torsions while trying to reach fragments
of nucleus in the eye.
When the phaco tip is fully engaged in the nucleus, aspiration flow
stops and the tip is not correctly cooled down. Do not activate
Ultrasound for long time or at high energy levels while the tip is
occluded.
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8.4 VITRECTOMY
User Interface
•

Parameter windows available
- Irrigation
- Aspiration
- Cutter

•

Irrigation parameters
- Status (ON/OFF)
- I.V. Pole height

•

Aspiration parameters
- Status (Venturi or
Peristaltic)
- Vacuum mmHg (5 – 500)
- Flow rate cc/min (2-50,
peristaltic mode only)
- Rise Time
(slow/medium/fast)
- Mode (linear/panel)

•

Cutter Parameters
- Cut rate cuts/min (602000)
- Mode (linear/panel)
- Tip port (open/closed)
- Cut type (multiple/single)

Operation
Touching the VIT function key, VIT Memory1 screen (VIT1) will be displayed. In
order to display VIT Memory2 screen (VIT2), touch the same key once again (toggle
mode). Swapping between memories VIT1 and VIT2 can also be achieved by means
of the footswitch. For footswitch operation please refer to the relevant section.
1) Attach the IRRIGATION tube from the I/A lines by pushing the end fitting male
Luer lock into the corresponding fitting on the semi-disposable scleral guide
tubing (female Luer lock).
2) Attach the ASPIRATION tube from the I/A lines by pushing the end fitting into
the corresponding fitting on the semi-disposable vitrectomy handpiece tubing
(male Luer lock).
3) Connect the vitrectomy handpiece tubing (160 cm long) female Luer lock
connector to the control console "VIT" connector (Fig.1, No.6).
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4) Touch <VIT> key on the LCD screen to select the Vitrectomy mode. <VIT> soft
key is depressed and the speech synthesizer announces “VITRECTOMY”. Cutter
window will display preset cutting rate, cutting mode, <OPEN TIP> and
<SINGLE> toggle keys. The <OPEN TIP> and <SINGLE> keys have a “virtual” LED.
When the <OPEN TIP> LED is on (green colour), the cutter aspirating port is open
in the starting position, otherwise is closed. When the <SINGLE> LED is on (green
colour), the cutter works in single cut mode, otherwise works in repetitive
standard mode.
5) Adjust aspiration by means in the Aspiration window (see I/A operation).
6) Touch the cut rate display in the cutter window to show the cutter setup pop-up
window.
7) Cut rate can be adjusted by means of the <UP>/<DOWN> keys.
8) If you wish to work in single cut mode, touch the toggle <SINGLE> key. The cut
rate display fades out and the <SINGLE> “virtual” LED becomes green. To return
to the repetitive cut mode, touch the <SINGLE> key again.
9) Adjust the cutting port size on the vitreous cutter (semi-disposable model only).
Port size adjustment is accomplished by gently pushing and rotating the tip
collar relative to the handle.
10) To eliminate air from the reflux line use the footswitch to activate the "REFLUX"
function (see paragraph 8.6) until the aspiration line is fully filled.
11) Depress footswitch beyond standby position to activate irrigation. Irrigation can
also be activated by the "CONTINUOUS IRRIGATION" button located on the
footswitch or by pressing the <IRR> soft key on the LCD screen.
12) Depress footswitch beyond mechanical detent #1 to activate IRRIGATION and
ASPIRATION. If in SURGEON mode, the footswitch will linearly control VACUUM
level. In this condition the footswitch depression from detent #1 to max travel
linearly varies the VACUUM level from 5 mmHg to the preset maximum level.
13) If footswitch is programmed for single linear mode, depress the main paddle
beyond mechanical detent #1 to activate vitrectomy (besides irrigation and
aspiration); rotate the main paddle to the right to disable vitrectomy. If in
SURGEON mode, the footswitch will linearly control CUT RATE level. In this
condition the footswitch depression from detent #1 to max travel linearly varies
the CUT RATE level from 60 cuts/min to the preset maximum level.
14) If footswitch is programmed for double linear mode rotate the main paddle to

the right to activate vitrectomy. If in SURGEON mode, the footswitch will
linearly control CUT RATE level. In this condition, the main paddle rotation
linearly varies the CUT RATE level from 60 cuts/min to the preset maximum
level.
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The vacuum level is automatically reduced to zero and a simultaneous VENTING (to
air or to BSS) occurs whenever the footswitch is released.
NOTE:
a. Semi-disposable vitrectome 123001 is reusable and autoclavable approximately 10 times.
b. Changing a parameter will not undo the default parameters. To recall default parameters or to
permanently store the new settings in the equipment memory, see paragraph "8-7. TO RECALL
OR STORE A PROGRAM".

CAUTION:
Vitreous cutter tip should always be tested in a beaker of sterile
solution. Testing in air will cause irreparable damage to the blade.
CAUTION:
Aspiration should always be tested in a beaker of sterile solution.
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8.5 MICROSCISSORS
User Interface
•

Parameter windows available
- Irrigation
- Cutter

•

Irrigation parameters
- Status (ON/OFF)
- I.V. Pole height

•

Cutter Parameters
- Cut rate cuts/min (60320)
- Mode (linear/panel)
- Tip port (open/closed)
- Cut type (multiple/single)

Operation

1) Connect the Scissors handpiece tubing (160 cm long) female Luer lock connector
to the control console "SCISS" connector (Fig.1, No.8).
2) Touch <SCISS> key on the LCD screen to select the Scissors mode. <SCISS> soft
key is depressed and the speech syntetizer announces “SCISSORS”. Cutter
window will display preset cutting rate, cutting mode, <OPEN TIP> and
<SINGLE> toggle keys. The <OPEN TIP> and <SINGLE> keys have a “virtual” LED.
When the <OPEN TIP> LED is on (green color), the cutter aspirating port is open
in the starting position, otherwise it is closed. When the <SINGLE> LED is on
(green color), the cutter works in single cut mode, otherwise it works in
repetitive standard mode.
3) Touch the cut rate display in the cutter window to show the cutter setup pop-up
window.
4) Cut rate can be adjusted by means of the <UP>/<DOWN> keys.
5) If you wish to work in single cut mode, touch the toggle <SINGLE> key. The cut
rate display fades out and the <SINGLE> “virtual” LED becomes green. To return
to the repetitive cut mode, touch the <SINGLE> key again
6) If footswitch is programmed for single linear mode (Fig.4B), depress the main
paddle beyond mechanical detent #1 to activate scissors. If in SURGEON mode,
Cod. 121008GB
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the footswitch will linearly control CUT RATE level. In this condition, the
footswitch depression from detent #1 to max travel linearly varies the CUT
RATE level from 60 cuts/min to the preset maximum level.
7) If footswitch is programmed for dual linear mode (Fig.4A), rotate the main
paddle to the right to activate scissors. If in SURGEON mode, the footswitch will
linearly control CUT RATE level. In this condition, the main paddle rotation
linearly varies the CUT RATE level from 60 cuts/min to the preset maximum
level.
NOTE:
a) Semi-disposable microscissors are reusable and autoclavable
approximately 10 times.
b) Changing a parameter will not undo the default parameters. To recall
default parameters or to permanently store the new settings in the
instrument memory, see paragraph "8.10. TO RECALL OR STORE A
PROGRAM".
c) Aspiration is disabled when using microscissors.
CAUTION:
Microscissors should always be tested in a beaker of sterile solution. Testing in air will cause
irreparable damage to the blade.
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8.6 ILLUMINATION
1) Connect the Optic fiber for endoillumination to the optical fiber socket on the
left side of the unit (Fig.1, No.12); up to three fibers can be connected
simultaneously.
2) Adjust the light intensity level or select the green filter by rotating the knob
(Fig.1, No.10).
3) Touch <ILLUMINATION> toggle key on the LCD screen to switch the light on. To
switch illumination off touch the <ILLUMINATION> key again.

Light off

Light on

NOTE:
Two plugs attached to the three way fiber optic adapter allow to close
the optical fiber socket(s) which are not used, to avoid stray light.
If necessary a backup halogen lamp can be selected by acting on the
rotary switch (Fig.1, No.11).
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8.7 TAMPONADE
Touch <TAMPONADE> key to make tamponade windows available.
•

Tamponade windows
available
-

Silicone
Air

•

Silicone parameters
- Status (ON/OFF)
- Injection pressure Bar
(0.4 – 5)

•

Air parameters
- Status (ON/OFF)
- Injection pressure
mmHg (5 – 80)

Operation of Air Section
The ASSISTANT Air infusion performs direct control of the actual ocular pressure. A
small built-in compressor generates low pressure compressed air which is delivered
to the eye through a disposable sterilization filter. An electronic monitoring system
in the unit, reads the output pressure and adjusts it to assure the preset eye
pressure.
-

To adjust air injection pressure, touch the air pressure display to show the
Air setup pop-up window. Air injection pressure can be adjusted by means of
the <UP>/<DOWN> keys.

-

To start air infusion, touch toggle <AIR> key in the air window. The <AIR>
key has a “virtual” LED. When the <AIR> LED is green, air infusion is on,
otherwise is OFF.

-

To turn off air infusion, touch the <AIR> key again.

A single rhythmic tone indicates that air infusion is regular and corresponding to
the preset value.
NOTE:
The Automatic ocular pressure monitoring is calibrated to sole use of OPTIKON produced and
distributed accessories (membrane filters, tubing, scleral guide).
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Operation of Silicone Section
To adjust silicone injection pressure, touch the air pressure display to show the
silicone setup pop-up window. Silicone injection pressure can be adjusted by
means of the <UP>/<DOWN> keys.
NOTE:
The Silicone oil injection pressure cannot be higher than the compressed air input pressure, the
maximum injection pressure of 5bar can be achieved only is the compressed air input pressure is in
the required 5-8bar range.

To enable silicone infusion, first touch the toggle <SILIC> key in the silicone
window. The <SILICONE> key has a “virtual” LED. When the <SILICONE> LED is
green, silicone infusion is enabled, otherwise it is disabled.
To start silicone infusion and to linearly adjust injection pressure, press the central
paddle beyond switch #3 on main control footswitch; to stop it, release the paddle.
During silicone oil infusion, VIT MODULE keeps beeping with an intermittent audible
warning signal.
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Tamponade Accessories Setup
BSS / AIR exchange.

- Connect the membrane filter to the AIR connector (Fig.1, No.2) on the front
panel.
- Connect the air tubing (2 Male Luer Lock connectors) to the sterile membrane
filter connector (Female Luer Lock) and to the Female Luer Lock connector of the
stopcock.
- Connect the tubing with scleral guide (Female Luer Lock) to the Male Luer Lock
connector of the stopcock.
- Connect the irrigation tube (Male Luer) to the Female Luer Lock connector of the
stopcock.
Now the system is ready for use.
Silicone oil injection.
- Connect the pre-filled syringe drive tubing with the SILIC connector (Fig.1, No.1).
Connect the other end of the tubing (male Luer Lock) to the syringe back side
(female Luer Lock).
- Connect the irrigation silicone tubing complete with end scleral guide (Female
Luer Lock) with the syringe filled with silicone oil (Male Luer Lock).
Now the system is ready for use.
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Silicone Oil / BSS or Silicone Oil / AIR exchange.

-Follow the instructions in the previous section to assemble the pre-filled syringe.
- Connect the syringe drive tubing with the SILIC connector (Fig.1, No.1). Connect
the other end of the tubing (male Luer Lock) to the syringe back side (female Luer
Lock).
- Connect the Male Luer Lock of the syringe filled with silicone oil to the Female
Luer Lock connector of the stopcock.
- Connect the tubing with scleral guide (Female Luer Lock) to the Male Luer Lock
connector of the stopcock.
- For Silicone Oil / BSS exchange, connect the irrigation tube (Male Luer) to the
Female Luer Lock connector of the stopcock.
-For Silicone Oil / AIR exchange, connect the air tubing (2 Male Luer Lock
connectors) to the sterile membrane filter connector (Female Luer Lock) and to the
Female Luer Lock connector of the stopcock.
Now system is ready for use.
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Silicone Oil removal.

- Connect the catheter cannula supplied with the Silicone oil removal kit to the
male connector at the end of the longer tube from the oil collection tank. The
catheter cannula can be cut to the desired length to achieve faster oil removal, in
particular with high density oil.
- Connect the free male connector on the shorter tube from the oil collection tank
to the aspiration line from the Dual Pump cassette.
- Select I/A mode, Venturi pump and a vacuum level between 400 and 500mmHg.
Now system is ready for use.
NOTE:
To avoid that any oil reaches the aspiration line from the cassette, maintain the oil collection tank
in a vertical position and replace it if it is completely filled with silicone.

For a faster removal procedure, with high density oil, two removal kits can be
connected and used simultaneously by the supplied Y connector.
Refer to the Silicone oil removal kit accompanying documents for more detailed
information.
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8.8 AUTOMATIC I.V. POLE
The operator can adjust the bottle position using the UP/DOWN rocker footswitch
and/or the <UP>/<DOWN> soft keys of the Irrigation windows.
To permanently store the new position in the machine memory, refer to "8.10 TO
RECALL OR STORE A PROGRAM".
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8.9 FOOTSWITCH
A SPLASH-PROOF footswitch allows the surgeon to control various modes of
equipment operation. The footswitch connects to the rear panel of the control
console (Fig.3, No.9).
ASSISTANT unit can be programmed to use two different styles of footswitches:
112101 and 112103. These footswitches can be used in single linear or double linear
mode. Functions which can be activated in each mode are summarized in the
paragraphs below.
To select a different pedal, touch the <PROGRAM MODE> soft key on the function
main screen. The program screen will be displayed. At this point touch the
<FTSWTCH> toggle key to select the footswitch mode: Single Linear or Double
Linear if the 112101 footswitch is in use and Single 05 or Double 05 if the 112103 is
connected to the console. The active footswitch mode will be displayed in the
footswitch window. Touch the <DONE> key to return to the function main screen. A
“D” or a “S” at the side of the footswitch icon will indicate the current “Double” or
“Single” linear selection.

NOTE:
for correct operation of the equipment, please select a footswitch mode which is compatible to the
footswich actually connected to the console.
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112101 Footswitch in “Double Linear” mode

As shown in figure, the footswitch consists of a main paddle that can be moved
vertically and/or horizontally and three separate switches that activate
"CONTINUOUS IRRIGATION", toggle “MMP 1-2” or “MMP 1-2-3” (depending on active
function)" and Function change. When the main paddle is slightly depressed, the
"IRRIGATION" valve opens, permitting fluid to enter the infusion set.
When the main
paddle is depressed
beyond detent #1,
pump is activated,
causing aspiration
and irrigation to
occur simultaneously.
Further depression of
the paddle will
increase aspiration
level linearly, if
linear control mode
is selected on the
console.
When the main
paddle is rotated to
the surgeon's right
the vitreous cutter
(or phaco handpiece)
is activated. If linear
mode is selected,
further right rotation
will increase the
cutting rate (phaco tip stroke).
When the main paddle is rotated to the surgeon's left an immediate REFLUX
through the aspiration line of the connected handpiece occurs. REFLUX is a back
flow caused by the REFLUX valve opening allowing fresh BSS solution in the
aspiration line. A sound of low pitch (800 Hz) is heard.
Whenever the main paddle is depressed beyond detent #2 DIATHERMY, if selected,
it is activated.
"CONTINUOUS IRRIGATION" switch reverses the state of the IRRIGATION valve which
if close opens, if open closes.
MMP toggle switch allows user to swap between Memory 1, 2 and 3 in U/S mode,
Memory 1 and 2 in DIATHERMY, I/A and VIT mode.
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The Function change toggle switch allows to move from U/S to I/A mode and vice
versa or it allows switching from Vit mode to Diath or Sciss to Diath and vice versa.
When the CONTINUOUS IRRIGATION is activated, there is an immediate gravity fed
irrigation through the handpiece.
Audible and visual feedback is provided as indication of selected modes, and
associated alarm conditions.
•

112101 Footswitch in “Single Linear” mode

As shown in figure, the footswitch consists of a main paddle that can be moved
vertically and/or horizontally and three separate switches that activate
"CONTINUOUS IRRIGATION", toggle “MMP 1-2” or “MMP1-2-3” (depending on active
function)" and Function change.
When
the
main
paddle is slightly
depressed,
the
"IRRIGATION"
valve
opens,
permitting
fluid to enter the
infusion set.
When
the
main
paddle is depressed
beyond detent #1,
the selected pump is
activated,
causing
aspiration
and
irrigation to occur
simultaneously.
If
linear control mode
for VACUUM (and/or
flow, if in peristaltic
mode) is selected on
the console, further
depression of the
paddle will increase
aspiration
level
linearly.
When the main paddle is depressed beyond detent #1, the vitreous cutter is also
activated. If linear control mode for CUT RATE is selected on the console, further
depression of the paddle will increase the cutting rate. To disable vitrectomy,
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rotate the main paddle to the right; ASPIRATION and IRRIGATION still remain
active. If continuous irrigation is activated, aspiration (and, eventually, cutting)
starts immediately, as the main paddle is slightly depressed, thus extending the
available travel for linear control.
In U/S mode, when the main paddle is depressed beyond detent #2 phaco
handpiece is activated, further depression of the paddle will increase the phaco
tip stroke (if linear control mode is on) or burst rate up to the preset level. If
continuous irrigation is activated, ultrasounds starts as the main paddle is
depressed beyond detent #1, thus extending the available travel for linear control.
In U/S mode, if both aspiration and phaco power are set in linear mode, then the
aspiration level will reach its maximum at about two thirds of the paddle travel,
then ultrasound are started and increased by depressing the paddle to full travel.
When the main paddle is rotated to the surgeon's left an immediate REFLUX
through the aspiration line of the connected handpiece occurs. REFLUX is a back
flow caused by the REFLUX valve opening allowing fresh BSS solution in the
aspiration line. A sound of low pitch (800 Hz) is heard.
Whenever the main paddle is depressed beyond detent #2 DIATHERMY, if selected,
is activated. Il linear control mode is on, a further pressure on the paddle will
increase emission power level.
"CONTINUOUS IRRIGATION" switch reverses the state of the IRRIGATION valve which
if close opens, if open closes.
MMP toggle switch allows user to swap between Memory 1, 2 and 3 in U/S mode,
Memory 1 and 2 in DIATHERMY, I/A and VIT mode.
The Function change toggle switch allows to move from U/S to I/A mode and vice
versa or it allows switching from Vit mode to Diath or Sciss to Diath and vice versa.
When the CONTINUOUS IRRIGATION is activated, there is an immediate gravity fed
irrigation through the handpiece.
Audible and visual feedbacks are provided as indication of selected modes, and
associated alarm conditions.

NOTE:
The Vacuum level is automatically reduced to zero whenever the footswitch is released.

CAUTION:
The system footswitch is not autoclavable.
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112103 Footswitch in “Double Linear05” mode
memory
1-2 or
1-2-3

Linear U/S
or Cut rate

U/S->I/A
Or
Vit->Diath

Continuous
Irrigation

Stand by
Irrigation
Lin. Aspiration
Lin. Diathermy or
Silicone oil injection
Reflux

As shown in figure, the footswitch consists of a main paddle that can be moved
vertically and/or horizontally and two separate switches that activate
"CONTINUOUS IRRIGATION" and Operating mode change.
When the main paddle is slightly depressed, the "IRRIGATION" valve opens,
permitting fluid to enter the infusion set.
When the main paddle is depressed beyond detent #1, pump is activated, causing
aspiration and irrigation to occur simultaneously. Further depression of the paddle
will increase aspiration level linearly, if linear control mode is selected on the
console.
When the main paddle is rotated to the surgeon's right the vitreous cutter (or phaco
handpiece) is activated. If linear mode is selected, further right rotation will
increase the cutting rate (or phaco tip stroke).
When the main paddle is rotated to the surgeon's left, the system swaps between
Memory 1, 2 and 3 in U/S mode, Memory 1 and 2 in DIATHERMY, I/A and VIT mode.
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If the main paddle depressed at the heel (bottom) side, an immediate REFLUX
through the aspiration line of the connected handpiece occurs. REFLUX is a back
flow caused by the REFLUX valve opening allowing fresh BSS solution in the
aspiration line. A sound of low pitch (800 Hz) is heard.
Whenever the main paddle is depressed beyond detent #2 DIATHERMY, if selected,
it is activated. If linear control mode is on, a further pressure on the paddle will
increase emission power level.
"CONTINUOUS IRRIGATION" switch reverses the state of the IRRIGATION valve which
if close opens, if open closes.
The Operating mode change switch allows user to move from U/S to I/A mode and
vice versa or to switch from Vitrectomy to Diathermy mode and vice versa.
Audible and visual feedback is provided as indication of selected modes, and
associated alarm conditions.
NOTE:
The Vacuum level is automatically reduced to zero whenever the footswitch is released.
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112103 Footswitch in “Single Linear05” mode
memory
1-2 or
1-2-3

only
Aspiration

U/S->I/A
Or
Vit->Diath

Cont.
Irrigation

Stand by
Irrigation
Lin. Aspiration
Lin. U/S or Diath or
Silicone oil injection
Reflux

As shown in figure, the footswitch consists of a main paddle that can be moved
vertically and/or horizontally and two separate switches that activate
"CONTINUOUS IRRIGATION" and Operating mode change.
When the main paddle is slightly depressed, the "IRRIGATION" valve opens,
permitting fluid to enter the infusion set.
When the main paddle is depressed beyond detent #1, the selected pump is
activated, causing aspiration and irrigation to occur simultaneously. If linear
control mode for VACUUM (and/or flow, if in peristaltic mode) is selected on the
console, further depression of the paddle will increase aspiration level linearly.
When the main paddle is depressed beyond detent #1, the vitreous cutter is also
activated. If linear control mode for CUT RATE is selected on the console, further
depression of the paddle will increase the cutting rate. To disable cutting, rotate
the main paddle to the right; ASPIRATION and IRRIGATION still remain active. If
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continuous irrigation is activated, aspiration (and, eventually, cutting) starts
immediately, as the main paddle is slightly depressed, thus extending the available
travel for linear control.
In U/S mode, when the main paddle is depressed beyond detent #2 phaco
handpiece is activated, further depression of the paddle will increase the phaco
tip stroke (if linear control mode is on) or burst rate up to the preset level. If
continuous irrigation is activated, ultrasounds starts as the main paddle is
depressed beyond detent #1, thus extending the available travel for linear control.
In U/S mode, if both aspiration and phaco power are set in linear mode, then the
aspiration level will reach its maximum at about two thirds of the paddle travel,
then ultrasound are started and increased by depressing the paddle to full travel.
When the main paddle is rotated to the surgeon's left, the system swaps between
Memory 1, 2 and 3 in U/S mode, Memory 1 and 2 in DIATHERMY, I/A and VIT mode.
If the main paddle depressed at the heel (bottom) side, an immediate REFLUX
through the aspiration line of the connected handpiece occurs. REFLUX is a back
flow caused by the REFLUX valve opening allowing fresh BSS solution in the
aspiration line. A sound of low pitch (800 Hz) is heard.
Whenever the main paddle is depressed beyond detent #2 DIATHERMY, if selected,
is activated. If linear control mode is on, a further pressure on the paddle will
increase emission power level.
"CONTINUOUS IRRIGATION" switch reverses the state of the IRRIGATION valve which
if close opens, if open closes.
The Function change toggle switch allows to move from U/S to I/A mode and vice
versa or it allows switching from Vit mode to Diath or Sciss to Diath and vice versa.
Audible and visual feedbacks are provided as indication of selected modes, and
associated alarm conditions.
NOTE:
The Vacuum level is automatically reduced to zero whenever the footswitch is released.

8.10

TO RECALL OR STORE A PROGRAM

All default parameters of ASSISTANT are independently adjustable to meet
individual requirements, they can be programmed by the user in the system
memory, up to 1000 programs can be stored, they are retained for approximately
ten years.
The active program name is indicated in the Program Window, located on the
bottom part of the interface screen.
Cod. 121008GB
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In order to create and store a new program or modify the active program, first
adjust the various equipment parameters in the relevant Parameters Windows,
then touch the Program mode key. The Program screen will appear. To reset all
parameter modifications effected on the active program, touch the Undo Changes
key on the main function screen.

Configuration table

Program select keys

Program keys

Configuration table
All parameter values currently set on the equipment are displayed in a
configuration table. Touch the relevant tab to display the sub-modes parameters
(i.e. U/S2 or U/S3). The active program name is indicated on the upper left part of
the table itself.
<Ftswtch>
This is a toggle key to switch from Double Linear Footswitch mode to the standard
Single Linear Mode.
Cod. 121008GB
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Program keys
<Advanced>
Displays software check sum.
<Save>
Touch this key to store the actual configuration table without changing the actual
program name. All modifications effected on the parameters starting from the
original configuration will be then stored and the actual program will be
permanently modified. The ‘Factory Default’ program can not be modified and
then saved without changing its name.
<Save as>
Touch this key to store the actual configuration table with a different program
name. The new program name can be entered by means of the virtual keyboard
appearing on the screen. Press Done to terminate program name input and return
to the program screen.

The virtual keyboard

<Delete>
Touch this key to permanently delete the program shown in the available programs
window. The active program and the ‘Factory Default’ program cannot be deleted.
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Program select keys
By means of the <UP>/<DOWN> keys the user can scroll the available stored
programs. Once the desired program is displayed in the Available Program frame,
the relevant configuration can be loaded into the equipment memory touching the
<DONE> key.

8.11

SHUT DOWN PROCEDURE

NOTE:
If the ASSISTANT surgery system is not being used for an extended period, the following procedure
should be observed:

1) Depress "POWER" switch to switch off the control console.
2) Unplug the power cord and the gas supply tube from the wall outlets and
disconnect from back of console. Be sure to pull the plug, not the cord.
3) Disconnect footswitch from back of console.
4) Shut off the I.V. administration set roller clamp.
5) Remove irrigation and aspiration lines from the handpiece and control console.
6) Disconnect the handpieces connectors from control console and replace tip
protective caps.
7) Refer to the chapter "Cleaning, sterilization and maintenance".
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9 CLEANING, STERILIZATION AND MAINTAINANCE
The medical personnel must take the responsibility to keep existing instruments
and equipment functioning properly. The following simple steps serve as practical
guidelines in establishing your care and maintenance program.

9.1 CLEANING
9.1.1 UNIT
1) Periodically clean the touch screen LCD with soft dusting cloth dampened with
distilled water. If necessary use only neutral detergent.
2) Do not use alcohol, solvents, or abrasives on the control console.
9.1.2 ACCESSORIES
The most common cause of rust and corrosion are cleaning or drying instruments
incompletely after use; chemicals or sterilizing solutions; cleaning with tap water;
excess residue from laundry detergent in operating room linens; detergents of
improper PH levels (optimum PH is 7); and an autoclave which is not working
properly. However, the major cause of corrosion is residual blood and saline.
1) Immerse and thoroughly rinse all parts of the reusable microsurgical
instruments immediately after surgery, as specified in the relevant instructions
for use.
2) Infuse fluidic lines, irrigation and aspiration lines on all handpieces with
copious amount of warm distilled water and flush/dry with compressed air.
AVOID EXCESSIVE PRESSURE.

9.2 STERILIZATION
9.2.1 UNIT
1) The console and the footswitch do not need to be sterilized. For cleaning please
refer to the indications given in the relevant instructions for use.
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9.2.2 SINGLE USE ACCESSORIES
1) Do not reuse microsurgical instruments which are labelled for single use.
9.2.3 REUSABLE ACCESSORIES
1) Reusable microsurgical instruments must be thoroughly cleansed before the
steam sterilization. When proceeding otherwise, residues can bake during steam
sterilization providing a protective layer preventing micro organisms being
destroyed effectively. Furthermore, any adhering contaminants might damage
plastic items in particular, due to the high temperatures. Do not subject any of
the microsurgical instruments to "chemclave" or to hot air sterilization.
2) For detailed information on cleaning, decontamination and sterilization of the
reusable surgical instruments, refer to the relevant instructions for use.

9.3 MAINTENANCE
9.3.1 UNIT
1) The ASSISTANT surgery system should be stored in a clean and dry environment

at room temperature.
2) Remove I/A tubing after each use.
3) To maintain optimal performance through the full life of the equipment, a yearly

maintainance and calibration program should be established. Please, inquire
with your local Optikon Distributor/Service Center.

NOTE:
To maintain system safety, the compliance to EN60601-1 leakage current limits should be tested at
least once a year. Please, inquire with the Bioengineering Department in your clinic or with your
local Optikon Distributor/Service Center.

9.3.2 ACCESSORIES
1) Avoid dropping or mishandling handpieces and accessories. It is critical that
these components be handled with outmost care and inspected thoroughly after
each use for any damage or wear.
2) Periodically inspect the fluidic lines, fittings, and handpieces for any damage or
wear.
Cod. 121008GB
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3) Reassemble all parts before storing.
4) Place tip protective caps over all handpieces before wrapping and storing.

CAUTION:
1) Do not use synthetic detergents or oil-based soaps.
2) Be sure that the diathermy handpiece is completely dry before
using it, as RF currents may find a path through wet surfaces.
3) Vitrectomy handpieces should never be completely immersed in
distilled water as the water may enter the high pressure membrane
chamber thus causing malfunction.
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10 TROUBLESHOOTING
10.1

WARNING AND ERROR MESSAGES

The ASSISTANT console delivers warning and error messages on the LCD to inform
the operator of situations which may require special attention.
A window pops up in the middle of the LCD giving full explanation of the warning or
error, if operation can continue, an OK button appears on the window.
The operator must depress this button to confirm that the message has been
received. The pop up window will close and a small warning symbol will then
appear, as a reminder, on the warnings frame located on the right side of the LCD.
This reminder will automatically disappear when the cause of the warning has been
removed.
The table below summarizes the warning and error messages.
W
A
R
N
I
N
G
X
X

X

X
X
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E
R
R
O
R

MESSAGE

X Err 01: Serial communication fault
Err 02: Low input pressure
Err 03: I/A Cassette missing or full
X Err 04: I/A Cassette full. Aspiration halted
X Err 06: Vacuum level error
X Err 07: US Power mismatch
X Err 08: Diathermy power mismatch
X Err 09: Air pressure
X Err 10: Low Ultrasounds power
Err 11: Vac offset
X Err 12: Major leakage
X Err 13: No irrigation
X Err 14: Aspiration occluded
X Err 15: Minor leakage
Err 16: Weak handpiece
Priming interrupted by the user
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When selecting Ultrasounds “U/S” function, the following messages may appear in
the status frame located in the middle of the LCD:
MESSAGE

1
2
3
4

10.2

Please, insert handpiece
Please, prime
Check tip!
Ready.

MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS

The following guide lists some malfunctions which may occur, the symptoms and
the corrective actions. If the ASSISTANT surgery system remains inoperative even
after performing the corrective actions indicated below, contact OPTIKON 2000
S.p.A. sales/service department.
SYMPTOMS

CORRECTIVE ACTION

A.C. Power
ASSISTANT completely inoperative.

a) A.C. power cord not connected. Connect power cord
to control console and the power source.
b) A.C. line fuse blown. Replace the line fuse.

Compressed air supply
"LOW PRESSURE" message.

a) Unit not connected to the compressed air supply or
tap closed. Connect the unit to the compressed air
source or open the tap.
b) Compressed air supplied to the unit has a pressure
below 450 Kpa (65 PSI). Check for the pressure of the
compressed air circuit.

Irrigation System
No irrigation flowing.

a) Irrigation tube is disconnected from the handpiece.
Connect irrigation tube to the handpiece.
b) Kinked or damaged irrigation tubing. Check for kinks
and straighten. Verify damage and replace if
necessary.
c) Closed clamp on connecting tube to irrigation

Cod. 121008GB
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SYMPTOMS

CORRECTIVE ACTION
source. Release clamp to activate irrigation.
d) Vent valve located on drip chamber closed. Open the
vent valve.

Aspiration System
Poor or missing aspiration.

a) I/A tubing set not properly installed. Double check
tubing installation.
b) I/A tubing connectors not properly inserted into the
corresponding connectors on the surgical handpiece.
Insert them properly.
c) I/A tubing set damaged. Exchange for new one.
d) Low "VAC" level. Adjust to slightly higher level.
e) Obstructed tip or handpiece or tubing. Check for
occlusions and clear all debris.
f) Liquid into the air aspiration line. Remove the liquid
with a syringe by sucking from the air aspiration
connector on the side plate or Contact nearest
sales/service office to substitute the liquid-stop
filter.

"ASPIRATION HALTED" message.

Tank is full and reserve is exhausted.
Replace I/A cassette.

Inconsistency between VAC preset and
VAC actual. Refer to previous paragraph

"Poor or missing Aspiration". If this does not solve the
problem then vacuum/pressure table could be
corrupted. Contact nearest sales/service office to
recalibrate the unit.

Priming errors
Err 11: Vac offset.

Some vacuum is present although aspiration pump has
not been activated.
a) Priming has been restarted after an Err 13. Open the
irrigation clamp and restart priming procedure.
b) Cassette has been left set on the console for several
hours. Replace cassette.
c) Vacuum sensor needs calibration. Contact nearest
sales/service office to recalibrate the unit.

Err 12: Major leakage

There is a major leakage in the I/A system:
a) The I/A cassette is not properly latched in position
(refer to 6.4).
b) Test chamber is not installed on the sleeve. Ensure
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SYMPTOMS

CORRECTIVE ACTION
that the test chamber is properly installed on the
sleeve.
c) I/A lines are not connected to the handpiece.
Connect the I/A lines from the cassette to the phaco
handpiece.

Err 13: No irrigation

No irrigation flowing, irrigation clamp on the line from
the drip chamber is closed. Open the clamp and restart
priming procedure.

Err 14: Aspiration occluded

The aspiration line is partially occluded. Handpiece and
tip may have not been properly cleaned before
sterilization. Replace tip and/or handpiece.

Err 15: Minor leakage

There is a minor leakage in the I/A system:
a) I/A connectors are not fully engaged in the
handpiece connectors. Push connectors in.
b) The sleeve or the test chamber are not correctly
assembled. Verify that the test chamber is fully
engaged on the sleeve and that the sleeve is properly
positioned on the handpiece.

Err 16: Weak handpiece

Handpiece efficiency is low and it cannot deliver more
than 50µm. Handpiece should be serviced.

VIT (Vitrectomy)
Vitrectomy handpiece will not operate
when the footswitch is depressed.

a) You are involuntarily hitting aspiration only
footswitch (left side). Press main footswitch only.
b) Handpiece connector not properly engaged. Ensure
that the connector is properly engaged.
c) Faulty handpiece. Replace handpiece.

Diathermy System
No diathermy power output to the
handpiece when footswitch is depressed.

a) Loose connection of cable to console or to handpiece
(in case of microforceps).
Insert plug appropriately.
b) Faulty diathermy handpiece. Replace handpiece.
c) Some dirt on probe tip. Clean the probe tip

Control Console
Audible gas leaks from the console.

Tube fittings or valve or solenoid valve needs servicing.
Contact nearest sales/service office.

Console malfunctions.

Console malfunctions. Return console to supplier or
contact nearest sales/service office.
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SYMPTOMS

CORRECTIVE ACTION
Phacoemulsification

Tuning not possible. U/S (Check Tip
message).

a) Loose titanium tip. Screw the tip properly into the
handpiece by using ring spanner.
b) Damaged titanium tip. Inspect the tip and replace if
necessary.
c) Damaged U/S handpiece. Replace the handpiece.

Poor U/S power.

a) Insufficient U/S power preset. Increase U/S power
preset.
b) Footswitch not fully depressed. Depress the
footswitch to max travel.
c) Defective titanium tip. Replace tip.
d) Weak handpiece. Handpiece piezoceramics normally
deteriorate with use and sterilization cycles. Send
handpiece to the OPTIKON 2000 S.P.A. Service
centre.
e) Aspiration level is too low. An insufficient aspiration
level may not hold the nucleus fragments properly
during emulsification. Increase the vacuum level
while taking care to maintain a proper fluidic
balance.

Illumination
No light.
Insufficient illumination

Main bulb fault. Switch to the spare bulb by rotating the
external selector (Fig.1, No. 11).
a) Intensity selector is set to minimum level. Increase
light level by rotating the intensity selector (Fig.1
No.10)
b) The bulb is not correctly aligned. Verify that the bulb
is completely inserted in its socket and that it is in a
perfectly vertical position.

Footswitch
Footswitch does not energise the active
equipment section.
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LCD touch screen display
Linear surgeon power control mode
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Minimal Stress
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Short Pulse
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